Introduction

Without a full understanding of a requirement’s dependencies, there is an increased risk of making uninformed decisions about implementing changes. An overlooked dependency can quickly cause a ripple effect of missed changes, ultimately resulting in schedule overruns and scope creep.

Helix ALM’s impact analysis capabilities take the guesswork out of understanding and approving requirement changes by helping you quickly understand the scope of changes within the context of the entire project.
Why Perform Impact Analysis?

When a requirement change is requested, you must consider what is involved in making the change and estimate the impact it will have on the project scope and schedule. The impact may be minimal if the change is requested early in the development cycle, or it may be more far-reaching if it is requested later in development or testing. Impact analysis exposes requirement dependencies and the status of dependent items in the development cycle, which can help you make more accurate, informed decisions about change requests.

Impact analysis can also help you:

- Reduce the risk of missing changes to dependent items.
- Eliminate unexpected consequences, such as impacting another component that reuses a requirement, as a result of making a change.
- Identify new requirements or other items, such as additional test cases, that need to be created as a result of changes.

When to Perform Impact Analysis

Ideally, impact analysis happens when a change is proposed and before it is approved or implemented. This allows you to evaluate the potential impact of making the change and determine if additional discussion is required before approving the change.

When changes occur with little notice, impact analysis can still help ensure changes to dependent items are not missed, and identify areas of rework.

Types of Impact Analysis

Helix ALM includes both forward and backward impact analysis. Forward impact analysis determines the child requirements and other dependent items that may be affected by requirement changes. For example, a change to a high-level business requirement may affect all child functional requirements or a change to a requirement may affect all test cases linked to it.

Backward impact analysis determines the parent requirements and other dependent items that may be affected by requirement changes. For example, a suggested change to a child requirement may conflict with its parent requirement or a feature request may affect the requirement created to address it.

How to Perform Impact Analysis

To perform impact analysis with Helix ALM, open the requirement and click the Traceability tab. Click Impact Analysis and then select the box for Forward Impact, Backward Impact, or both.

Requirements that are related in a requirement document or linked to each other are displayed, as well as linked test cases, test runs, and defects.
Detailed information is displayed for each dependent item to help you determine the item’s status and view more about its relationship with the requirement.

Forward and backward impact analysis both display directly and indirectly impacted items. The following table includes the items that are displayed for each type of impact analysis.

The following forward impact analysis example shows the table of contents for a requirement document. Notice the relationships that FR-25 has. It is the parent requirement of requirements FR-20, FR-26, and FR-21.

In this example, the child requirements of FR-25 are displayed in the Impact Analysis area. Test cases and test runs linked to the requirement FR-25 are also displayed. If the requirement changes, these dependent items should be investigated to determine if additional changes are needed.

In the following backward impact analysis example, parent requirements of requirement FR-25 are displayed. Requirement FR-25 may be affected if these requirements change.
Other Helix ALM Impact Analysis Features

If a change request has the potential to affect several requirements, you may want to use Helix ALM reports or the Analyze Traceability dialog to evaluate requirement relationships on a broader scale.

REQUIREMENT DOCUMENT IMPACT REPORT

The Requirement Document Impact report displays all requirements and dependent items that are included in a requirement document. This report can help you gauge how far-reaching the effects of a requirement change are and trace relationships in the context of the entire project.

The impact report displays the hierarchical outline of requirements. Test cases are displayed under related requirements, test runs are displayed under related test cases, and defects are displayed under related test runs. You can easily spot and evaluate dependent items to determine if they may be impacted by changes.

Each item’s status is displayed to help you see where all items are within their lifecycle. Requirement risk and difficulty are also displayed to help you further assess the impact of making a change. Click the item links to view more information about an item.

REQUIREMENT FORWARD TRACEABILITY REPORT

The Requirement Forward Traceability report displays a specific set of requirements and
dependent items in a table format. This report can help you quickly see which requirements have downstream dependencies that may be affected by requirement changes. You can also identify gaps, such as which requirements do not have related test cases.

Helix ALM allows you to analyze traceability and generate a high-level matrix view of all the relationships in a project. You can quickly filter the information to dynamically explore relationships and see which items are related, as well as how they are related.

You can filter this report to include a set of requirements, regardless of the requirement document they are included in. The report displays requirements and any test cases or defects linked to each requirement, which gives you a quick summary of the number and type of dependencies.
**MATRIX REPORTS**

Matrix reports include information to help you analyze linked and related items in a configurable table format. These reports are yet another way to expose all items that may be impacted if you make a change.

Unlike the Requirement Forward Traceability report, you can define the columns to include in the report, items displayed in columns, how columns are related, details displayed about items, and other report content.

**ANALYZE TRACEABILITY**

Helix ALM allows you to analyze traceability and generate a high-level matrix view of all the relationships in a project. You can quickly filter the information to dynamically explore relationships and see which items are related, as well as how they are related.

**Make Informed Decisions with Impact Analysis**

Helix ALM’s impact analysis capabilities provide a clear picture of relationships between items so you can accurately determine the impact of changing requirements. A better understanding of these relationships will help you ensure that changes are not missed and do not negatively affect the project outcome.

Learn about Helix ALM’s benefits and features at Perforce.com.
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**About Perforce**

Enterprises across the globe rely on Perforce to build and deliver digital products faster and with higher quality. Perforce offers complete developer collaboration and agile project management tools to accelerate delivery cycles – from agile planning tools to requirements, issues and test management, which then link to all source code, binary assets and artifacts for full build and release tracking and visibility. The company’s version control solutions are well known for securely managing change across all digital content – source code, art files, video files, images, libraries - while supporting the developer and build tools your teams need to be productive, such as Git, Visual Studio, Jenkins, Adobe, Maya and many others. Perforce is trusted by the world’s most innovative brands, including NVIDIA, Pixar, Scania, Ubisoft, and VMware. The company has offices in Minneapolis, MN, Alameda, CA, Mason, OH, the United Kingdom, Finland, Sweden, Germany, and Australia, and sales partners around the globe. For more information, please visit www.perforce.com